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Abstract-A series of experiments have been made in the U.S. Bureau of 11;; •. : r:;1don 
Test Chamber to study the effects of condensation nuclei, humidity and 1urbuk .v: .:- :. !: the 
rapid deposition or p!atcout of radon daughter activity on the chamber walls. U nd,•r low 
humidity conditions the presence of a small fan reduced the working level by Ii I%. The 
activity was not deposited on the walls by the turbulent flow from the fan but <!Clually 
became attached to t11e fan blades. High relative humidity (>80%) totally inliibi tc d this · 
observed effect. A detailed mechanism for transport of the daughter species seem.> lo be 
the critical factor in interpreting the experimental results. 

INTl~ODUCTlON 

IT HAS been known for some time that there is 
a tendency for the radon daughter activities 
to attach rapidly. or plateout on the surfaces 
(walls, ceiling, machinery, etc.) of uranium 
mines (Ho57). A review of the liierature by 
Cooper et al. (Co73) indicates a considerable 
variation in the reported effects of charge, 
humidity and the number of condensation 
nuclei on the airborne radon daugher con
centrations. 

Postendorf er (Po68) measured the diffusion 
coefficient for charged and neutral 212Pb 
and found a 33% reduction on the diffusion 
coefficient of the charged atom -relative to the 
neutral species. These constants were 
determined 1-5 sec after the formation of the 
~ 12Pb atom. The reduction in diffusivity 1s 

proposed to be the result of charge effects 
increasing the cross section for cluster for
mation between atoms and inns. These spe
cies, being heavi'er, will diffuse more slowly. 
There was no consideration of lite effects of 
humidity on the measurement. 

Raabe (Ra68) has reported results of 
humidity effects on the diffu:.;ion coefficient 
for RaA in which the diffusion co:::fficient is 
reduced from 0.047 cm2/sec for :1 dew point 
of -4°C to 0.034 cm2/sec for 2. ci~w point of 
9°C. The experiment examined the effects of 
a high electric potential to remove ionic spe
cies and found no eITcct; li~nce, it was con
cluded that neutral species were being 
studied. The RaA was sampled from :.i large air 
volume having a high ranJon concentration 
(1.5 x 10-s Ci/I.). The air io11iz:1tion which 
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result ~; from the high' level of radioactivity 
would be cxrccted to cau se neutr:dization 
which may not occur · at much lower radon 
con cent r:1t ions. 

In contrast, a number of rroups (Ch.56: 
Me69; Ko76) have found little effect of 
humidity on the diffusion codTicicnt. 
However, there is gc1H~

0

ral agrccmcnl (l-:076: 
Co.56: Mc69) that there is a strong depen
dence of platcou1 upon the fraction of 
activity that is attached to particles. 

In order to stuJy the effect of turbulent ciir 
ftow on platcout in mine environments, 
Wrenn ct al. (Wr69) and Shreve and Cleve
land (Sh72) studied the effect of placing an 
air-mixing fan in the mine and observing its 
effect on the working level of daughter 
activity. Both investigations assumed that 
their observed reduction in airborne activity 
was the result of increased plateout on the 
mine surfaces. 

In order to study surface plateout in detail, 
a r:idon chamber has been constructed that 
can be used to test the effects of conden
sation nuclei, humidity and turbulence on the 
rate of plateout. This paper reports some of 
the initial results of studies conducted utiliz
ing this system. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The U.S . Bureau of Mines radon environ
ment chamber was constructed to permit 
studies of radon and daughter activities in a 
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Dete ctors for : 

RH Relativ e humidi1y 
CN Conden sation nuclei 
RN Radon 

CL)n trtillcd cnvironn1 cnt and to te st and cali
bratL'. in strnmcntatiL)n for monitoring mine 
at1110 sr.hcrcs. The system is shown schema
tically in Fig. I. The polydisperscd nichrome 
aerosol is humidified and then mixed 
\\ ith radon frnm a dry source. The dry 
s~> Uf('C was prepared by coprccipitating 
J~ a ions frolll a RaCJ~ solution with a barium 
stcaratc . The emanation coefficient is up to 
90~(; . ll is dispersed into the approx. 1800-1. 
chamba through a planar bafl1e with I .0 Clll 
hole s spaced at 5.0 cm intervals . In the in
terior, instrumentation is availahle to measure 
th e working level with a continuous working 
level detector (D2), the activity on the walls 
with a GM-type gamma ray detector (DI), th e 
airborne radon concentration with a con
tinuous scintillation detector (RN), the num
ber of condensation nuclei with an 
"Environment-I" condensation nuclei coun
ter, and the relative humidity (RH). The air is 
vented through an exit baffie identical to the 
inlet sy stem. Jn the experiments to be dis
cussed, and "IMC Boxer" fan (approx . 
3500 rpm) was placed in the lower corner of 
the chamber. A GM detector (D3) was used. 
to monitor the gamma ray activity on the fan . 
Thus, all of the activities are measured 
directly and continuously. The time response 
of this system to changes in chamber con
ditions is limited by the nature of the detec
tors. The continuous working level detectors 
have been described by Droullard and Holub 
(Dr77). 

Flow 
rP:gulclor 

DI Gamma r odia I ion (wol I t·acrgrour.d) 
02 Radon douQhlcr air conc.u.1ro1ion 
03 Gommo rodiotion (dcposiled r,.• , fan) 

FIG . I. Schem atic diagram of th e radon chamber. 
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RESULTS 

A series of anemometer readings were 
taken to ascertain the pattern of air move
ment caused by the fan. These results arc 
shown in Fig. 2. With l11c air fiow through the 
chamber at 72.5 !pm, the fan would 
recirculate the air within the chamber up to 
20 times before it exits the enclosure. 

IOOcm/sec 

150 cm/sec 

I I 
500cm/sec 
I 

Air circulot\on 
in the chamber 

FIG. 2. Sectional view of the fan in the chamber with 
the air velocity profile. 
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In order to observe the eff cct of corH.lcn
sation nuclei on wall dep(isition, an exp,:ri
mcnt whose results are shown in Fig. 3 was 
performed. The system was run with a con
stant radon level (curve 4) but wit:1ot:i the fan 
or the aerosol generator. After I'/ hr, the 
aerosol generator was started, n~su!ti11.r in a 
rapid rise in the number of C(1''.'l~11sation 
nuclei (curve 3). It can he seen tl1;;t w, the 
condensation nuclei level cir.creased dming 
the evening (primnrily bccu;io:c of li:c lad: of 
human activity in the area of tl1c ~;yslcm), the 
working level (curve I) dt:\. ru::cd :incl the 
wall background (curve 2) ni::c. 1 i · ;, in
creased plateout was occurr i••.'.; \·,-1,,_;1 ti1c 
condensation nuclei level hcca1';~: su0i:i.~n11y 
low to maintain a large una:iachcd daughter 
fraction. Once the condensation 11u,:ki count 
rose to a relatively high kvel (10 1/crn\ the 
working level rose and the w:.ill backgrour1d 
decayed to lower values, indicating attach
ment of the daughter activity tn the particles, 
thus preventing wall platcout. Tl1 sc n~s11lts 
agree with earlier results (Sh'/' . n !Lat the 
absence of particles increase:; t "· r~1te of 
plateout. 

The second experiment was to cL:,l'.rve if 

l IM[. hours 

FIG. 3. Radon daughter concentration in the air (curve I, full scale 10 WL/l.) and on tlic 
walls (curve 2, full scale 1000 counts/min) in response to change in condensation nuclei 
concentration (curve 3, full scale IO'/cm3

). Curve 4 (full scale 2500 pCi/l.) is the ra,ilir. 
concentration in the air. 
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the effects of additional turbulent mixing by 
the fan would affect the r:-ite of wall deposi
tion in the presence of a high condensation 
nuclei concentration and low relative humi
dity, to observe if the results of Wrenn et al. 
(Wr69) could be extended to higher particle 
conccntrntions. The results of this experi
ment are shown in Fig. 4. Starting the fan 
lowered the measured worl~ing level (curve I) 
by a factor of 2. However, there is no cor
responding increase in activity on the wall 
(curve 2) . The activity level that increases is 
that on the fan itself (curve 3). The action of 
the fan is to remove airborne radon d~ughtcr 
activity by deposition onto the blades of the 
fan. lt should be noted that although there are 
variations in the level of condcn:;ation nuclei 
(curve 4), there is no correlation with the 
presence or absence of fan motion. The 
radon concentration is unaITected (curve 5). 
When the fan is stopped, the working level 
activity increases and the fan activity 
decreases. This experiment \Vas repeated 6 
months after the initial trial with identical 
results. Wrenn et al. (Wr69) apparently did 
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not examine their fan for residual activity 
following their experiment. 

Final experiments were made with the 
identical conditions except that the hum:dity 
was raised to >80%. Under these conditions 
the working level and fan activity arc 
unaffec;:ted by the fan motion. The presen ce 
of the. water vapor apparently inhibited 
the attachment of the activity to the 
moving fan blades. Thus, these experi
ments indicate that turbulent mixing can 
result in increased plateout, although the 
plateout occurs on the fan and not on the 
walls; that the presence of moisture plays an 
important role in permitting the activity to 
become attached at low relative humidity and 
inhibit attachment at> 80% relative humidity; 
and that this attachment can occur even in the 
presence of high condensation nuclei concen
trations. 

DISCUSSION 

The uptake of the airborne radioactivity by 
the blades of the fan could occur in two 
ways. First, since in the absence of the fan, 

fan 
Off 

13 14 15 16 

fANI031 

WLI021 

BG IOI! 

17 

TIME, houn 

FIG . 4. Radon dau::;htcr concentration in the air (cun•e I, full scale 10 WL/1), on the walls 
(curve 2, full scale 1000 counts/min), and on the fan (curve 3, full scale 
3000 counts/30 min) in response to the switching on and off of the fan. Curve 4 (full scale 
!Os/cm'), the condensation nuclei concentration, and curve 5 (full scale 2000 pCi/I.), the 
radon concentration, are practically independent of the fan being on or off. Humidity was 

<5%. 
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tl1e dauBhter atoms seem to attach to the 
conden sation nuclei present, raising th ('. 
observed working level, the radioactivity 
could be transferred to the fan bl2.des while 
at!achcd to the particles. Th ese particles are 
then collected onto the fan blades. /'.lter
nativcly, the activity could rema in unattached 
and move with tlie circulating air to the fan 
blades to which the aciive species becomes 
directly attached. 

We suggest that the second mcclwnism 
provides the co;·;_ ct interpretation for these 
results. The RaA i~ most probably formed as 
a positive ion (Di71). This ion can then be 
carried to the blades and becomes directly 
atlached in preference to attaching iU;cJf· to 
particles. The feasibility of this mechanism 
can be assessed by a theoretical calcul;itjon 
of deposition on a ftat plate under conditions 
of turbulent flow. The deposition equation in 
a fully developing f:at plate turbulent boun
dary layer is patterned after Fick's law but 
includes the effects of imz.ge charge forces 
(La78). In nondimcnsional units the equation 
is given as 

* ( y+- s•)- de+ c+ 
(K/u ) t - s• _ s+ - Nv dy+ + Nw (y+)2 

=deposition velocity (1) 

where K = 10/C.,,; y+ = yu*/11; s+ = Su*/v; 
s+ = Su*/i1; c+ = C/C.,; Nv = D/i1 + €./11; 
NIM= [(1ya 5u*)/54µ<:011 2

] (q/m)2 
= (u*q 2/ 

967r2,UEol' ); 10 = constant flux to sur
face; C., = free stream concentration: u * = 
(C1/2) 112 V~= friction velocity; C1 =flat-plate 
skin friction coefficient; 11 = kinematic vis
cosity; y = coo'rdinate normal to surface; S = 
turbulenl boundary layer thickness= 5.5 
(11x/U .,,)112

; x =coordinate parallel to and in 
the direction of the free stream velocity; 
U., =free stream velocity; S = particle stop
ping distance= 2(0.99)ppa 2u */9µ,; D = 
Brownian di17usivity; E =turbulent eddy 
diffusivity; PP = particle density; a = particle 
radius; Eo =permittivity of free space; µ, = 
dynamic viscosity; q/ m = charge-to-m:iss 
ratio of particle; and C =particle concen
tration. In order to solve this equation, it is 
necessary to know the functional relation
ships for E(y•) . Lin et al. (Li53) suggest that 
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there arc three difkrc;it Lcuil(Jary layers 
within the turbulent b;,i.;11c!~ry layer: a 
laminar sublayer nearest to the pl ate surface, 
where s+ :5 y' < 5; a m'..:lc!~ rc~ion bounded 
by 5::;; }'+ < 30; and an o;:: ~:; region for wliich 
30::;; y•:::; s+. For the Lycr clo ~cs t to the 
planar surface, S's i• :s- 5, ti;e; n:l<1tionship 
for ( is given by 

(2) 

Substituting into equatiu:; (l) ~ ',:''-~ rc <: :-rnri~'.ili;; 
yields 

d c+ = (l~-) 1 ___ ( 1 _ x~-=~) 
d y II ~ D/ 1• + (y; fl .: _ :i)' \ {/ - -

Nw c+ 
- D/11 + (y ' /1 4.S):t (?)~. 

(3) 

The diffu si\'ity for then;;,:: ::~ r;:;~j on bounded 
by 5 ::;; y + < 30 is 

Substituting this exprcss!:)n ii:'.o equation (l) 
would yield an exprcs'>i <:,r1 similar to that 
given in equation (3) witi1 foe scco :1d term in 
the denominator altered for e<eL'. h of the two 
terms. Finally for the 0:1tcr region of the 
boundary layer the diffusi\' ity becomes 

and again a modified versioi: of equation (3) 
is obtained . In using these equations it is 
necessary to insure that !line is a matching 
of boundary cbnditions at tl:c interfaces be
tween adjoining regions. /. cor::rrntcr program 
has been written to solve the three deposition 
equations with the botrnd :-:ry conditions that 

C' = 0 at y+ = S' 

c+ = 1 at y• = s+ 
C' inner= c+ middle at y+ = 5 

C' middle= c+ outer at y+ = 30. (6) 

The equations can be solved for various 
values of NiM· Calculations inclicatc that the 
results me very weal; functions of o'. These 
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results can be applied to this experiment by 
considering the mass balance in the radon 
chamber. 

(7) 

where Q, =now rate through the chamber; 
Cj,,. C 0 u1 =concentration~; for radon daughters 
in the inlet and the outlet, respectively; 10 = 
deposition flux; A= active area of the fan= 
(Qr!Oc) ·Ar; A1 =actual surface area of the 
fan; Or = flow rate of air through the fan; and 
a = sticking cocflicien!. Then 

(8) 

(9) 

Using our computer code and values for 
the parameters as follows: u* = 
J.17X 102 cm/scc; Oc = 1.21 x IO]cm]/sec; 
A = 1800 cm2

; and D = diffusion coefficient of 
RaA = 0.085 cm 2/sec. K/11* is calculated to 
be 0.041. Therefore, 

( C';,, - C uu1) = ? l 
C. . a. 

In 

(10) 

The actu<il reduction 111 working level 1s 
found lo be 41%: 

(11) 

For agreement bet ween equations (I 0) and 
(11), the stickin~ coefficient , a, would have to 
be 0.058 . This value is not an unreasonable 
estimate for RaA since it may exist as a 
ma)ecu!ar ion. As such, it would have a 
str1;mg attraction for any surfaces with which 
it comes in contact. The derosition which has 
been described by these results could also be 
applied to the turbulent boundary layer 
associated with tht.: wall instead of with the 
fan blades. However, the friction velocity is 
very much lower and there could not be the 

same higl; level of deposition as is associated 
with the fan blades . 

Considering the analor,ous depo sition of 
charged aerosol with its greatly increased 
mass and an ar.ticipated much lower sticking 
coefficient, such a deposition is not likely. 
These particles are small enough ( <0 . .:'iµ) !hat 
impaction ·is not an important deposition 
mechanism. However, to insure that prtides 
were not the mechanism of transport, the 
second time that the experiment was con
ducted, a search was made for deposited 
particles . Pieces of aluminum foil was 
cleaned <ind placed on the front and b:\cl: of 
the fan blades. A piece was also att<1cl:~d to 
the wall of !he charnher, and a fourth foil was 
kept as a blank to determine if particles were 
lcfl after cleaning or deposited during storage 
and shipping. Each of these foils was then 
examined by scanning electron microscopy. 
The foils were coated with a thin conducting 
coat of gold so that good particle images 
could be obtained. The foils were then posi
tioned in the scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) at a nominal magnification of 104

• 

Examination was made of the field of view at · 
regular intervals over each foil with 17-22 
locations observed. For each location the 
number of particles was counted . The results 
of these analyses are given in Table I. Con
sidering that the number density of conden
sation nuclei was of the order of 10~/cml, 
there is insufficient particle deposition onto 
the fan blades to account for the large drop in 
observed working level. In addition, since 
there arc approximately as many RaA atoms 
as particles per unit volume, in order to have 
a 41% decrease in activity, there would have 
to be a discernible decrease in condensation 
nuclei . Thus, deposition of activity that is 
particle-attached can be eliminated from fur
ther consideration. 

The mechanism proposed also provides an 
explanation of the observed effect of humi
dity on the fan deposition. At high humidity 
(>80%) the measured working level appears 
independent of the presence of the fan, in
dicating an inhibition of the uptake of daugh
ter activity by the fan blades. The presence 
of the water molecules could be acting to 
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TtJl•l r I. Jfr.wll s l1/ tlic m ic ro.o;copic uami/IC.Jtion fo r ptlrlidt dt'p n!.itinn 

No. of l.<l~at ion"> 

Fo il Ohsc·rvccl 

frunl C'lf f.:1:1 hl.aclc 22 

B:1 ck of f <in bl.:1dc 1 7 

\.'.JU or Ch.-u~ber 18 

Bla nk 22 

modify the nature of the RnA species and, 
thereby, substanti:dly lo w er the sticking. 
coeffic ie nt and also slow d o wn th e difTu s ion 
process . The water molecules could act a s a 
scavenger for electrons ejected by the· 
decaying rad o n atom from the path of ion
i7.ation le ft by the emitted alpha particle. The 
negative water ion could then neutralize tl1c 
positive RaA atom or ion molecule. It has 
been found by Wrenn (Wr77) that the 
presence of h igh humidity will partially neu
tralize RaA and prevent it s deposition on the 
alpha-sensitive region of the New York Uni
versity continuous radon monitorir.g instru
ment. The neutraliza tion of the unattached 
activity will remove the effect of image 
charge in the diffusion through the boundary 
layer and will lower the sticking coclficicnt. 
Thus, the lo ss of the image charge force 
coupled with the reduction in sticking 
coefficient may be responsible for the obser
vation of no appreciable deposition on the 
fan blades under high humidity conditions . 

CONCLUSIONS 

The experiments have shown that effects 
observed by Wrenn et a/_ (Wr69) and Shreve 
and Cleveland (Sh72) can be duplicated in a 
controlled laboratory environment and are 
then available for systematic study. The in
itial experiments have shown that radon 
daughter activity tend s to plateout on the wall 
of the experimental chamber in the absence 
of condensation ne clei and will remain air
hornc with high concentrations of small rar
ticle aerosol present. It has been shown th a t 
the high turbulence around a moving fan 

.. 

Total Arc,a No . of P-.r l Jc- l«s 
VJc .... ecJ ("') P .. n ic l l•s f;;'°l t-Ar7-.; 

----
J 2ji 72 5. ' \ lfJr· /ce/ 

907 18 2.0 . H{/c-.~ 
102) I) I.) Y. 1n' Ice.' 

12% 52 ~-1 . 10: /c-;-"! 

blad e , coupl ed with the im:•gc f11:-c" a nd high 
sticking coefficient, can cau;-,~ s:;bsl;rntial 
de po s ition of daughter ac tivi ty onto the 
blade s unuer conditi,rns th;i l pnrn it tl: c acti ve 
species to retain a charge. Th e daughter 
transport to the blaue s in the cl ;;::n bcr can be 
considered lo con s is t of biil k l1;1;1:; port lo the 
fan blade area by the mnlill;'l of t!i c air caused 
by the fan and pro x imity tr;'. n·;p,1rt o f the 
activity through the boundary l;: y;:- r aid ed by 
image charge forces . Simil:ir rc:it i~ t ;; regarding 
the role of image forces \Vere f•·Und by 
Anderson et al. (An6S). Jlizh humidity 
(> 80% relative humidity) has h:c: cn found to 
inhibit the deposition on th e: fan bl ade, 
presumably by providing a mech~nism for 
neutralization of the charge on th e active ion 
and thus lowering its stic kin g coefll c ient. 
Further studies are in pro~ress to determine 
the detailed dependence of the rates of 
attachment and plateout of radon daught e rs 
on particle cha rge, composition acd size, and 
number den s ity as well as ph y sical 
parameters such \1s humidity, 1c mpera!Llre 
and flow conditions . 
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